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S urface-enhanced Raman spectroscopy (SERS) has been widely used as an analytical tool in biosensing applications 1À5 due its powerful advantages including amplifying Raman signals by factors up to 10À14 orders of magnitude, providing ultrahigh sensitivity, with the potential for single-molecule detection; and featuring the specificity of Raman spectra based on the unique molecular fingerprinting information. 6À11 Nevertheless, reliable quantification of biomolecules (e.g., DNA, peptides, and proteins) 5 ,12À17 using SERS has been hindered by poor uniformity and reproducibility of SERS-active nanostructured platforms. 18À20 Furthermore, lack of specific binding and fluctuations in signal intensities 21, 22 impede the development of SERS-based quantitative bioassays.
To overcome the aforementioned challenges in SERS-based biomolecular quantification, we report here an approach using large area mapping of Raman signals on a SERS-active substrate, densely packed with aptamer-functionalized nanopillars. Simple and fine-tuned nanofabrication processes ensure reproducible production of substrates, which was demonstrated in our previous work. 23 The high uniformity of the nanostructure distribution over a substrate minimizes the variation within a scanning area on which the Raman mapping is performed. For the specific detection of biomolecules, aptamers that are short single-stranded oligonucleotides, which specifically bind to their target molecules with high affinity, are immobilized on nanopillar surfaces. In addition, a monolayer of 6-mercapto-1-hexanol (MCH) spacer molecules is selfassembled onto the gold surface to prevent nonspecific adsorption of molecules and to improve the capturing efficiency of aptamers. Consequently, the surface functionalization helps analyte molecules to be uniformly distributed over the substrate area. Lastly, large area Raman mapping provides statistical reliability and reproducibility of signal intensity quantification by accounting for spot-to-spot intensity fluctuations typically occurring with low-abundance molecules.
To demonstrate the significance of our approach, the following issues will be examined throughout this paper: (1) the effect of surface functionalization with aptamers and spacers respectively, (2) the dependence of SERS responses to analyte concentrations at subnanomolar level, (3) the development of a theoretical model to predict experimental results, and (4) size determination of statistically relevant mapping area.
In this work, TAMRA (5-carboxytetramethylrhodamine)-labeled vasopressin (TVP) is used as an analyte for the purpose of biomolecular quantification. Vasopressin is an antidiuretic peptide hormone whose plasma level normally ranges from 0 to 10 pM and markedly increases up to 350 pM in late-phase hemorrhagic shock. 24 Thus, accurate and rapid subnanomolar quantification of vasopressin is clinically important as a lifesaving technology. Figure 1 illustrates the basic principle of SERS generation by aptamer-functionalized nanopillars. Goldcoated silicon nanopillar structures were fabricated by maskless reactive ion etching of silicon wafers followed by electron beam evaporation for gold deposition (Figure 1a) . 23 Vasopressin-specific aptamers were immobilized onto the gold surfaces of the nanopillars to selectively and efficiently recognize vasopressin molecules. The aptamer-functionalized nanopillar substrate was incubated with a TVP sample solution at 37°C, the optimal temperature for aptamerÀvasopressin binding 25 ( Figure 1b) . After sequential washing steps using buffer solution and water to remove nonspecifically bound molecules, the wetted substrate was then allowed to dry (Figure 1c ). Due to the surface tension between pillars during liquid evaporation, 26 the nanopillars lean toward each other, forming micro-sized clusters and inducing near-field coupling effects between electronic excitations on gold surfaces of nanopillars known as localized surface plasmons (LSPs). In small metallic junctions (less than 10 nm) between adjacent nanostructures, the coupling effect of LSPs produces even larger plasmonic fields, so-called hotspots. 19 ,27À29 Raman scattering of the incident light from molecules located in these regions is greatly enhanced by additional high-order LSP modes. Since the interpillar distances after liquid evaporation are clearly less than 10 nm (Figure 1c ), vasopressin molecules trapped within these clusters exhibit a pronounced Raman scattering signal from TAMRA tags even with a small number of molecules. In our previous study, 23 we have demonstrated that as the pillar density increases, the SERS signal increases in an exponential fashion. Thus, in this work, we have used substrates with the highest obtainable pillar density (∼20 pillars/μm 2 ) to maximize the SERS signal. Also, an electron beam evaporation process was developed to coat the silicon pillars with gold, such that the metallization thickness (∼30 nm) was optimized for a laser excitation wavelength of 633 nm. As can be seen in Figure 1a ,c, the metal deposition on the pillar heads resulted in oval-shaped gold clusters, which can be approximated as an ellipsoid or sphere for the purposes of electromagnetic modeling.
A large area (101 μm Â 33 μm) of the substrate was scanned with 1 μm step size to collect Raman spectra from each pixel (1 μm Â 1 μm). Recorded signals over the area were then displayed as heat maps rendering intensities by degrees of color. Mapping measurements were performed three times at each concentration. Our experimental data were represented as intensity distributions to develop a theoretical model by expanding previously reported single hotspot theory 30 to a large-scale SERS mapping model. The analytical model developed here has the potential to be used as a calibration curve in assay validation. Statistical tests between two heat maps (treatment versus control samples) were also employed to determine the minimum mapping area required to unambiguously (at 95% confidence level) distinguish those two samples. Once the mapping area was calculated, multimodal analysis, that is, simultaneous monitoring of different frequency peaks, was also introduced as a useful tool to further reduce the overall assay time, maintaining statistical significance in analyte quantification measurements. In summary, our large area Raman mapping approach on substrate incorporating uniformly distributed nanopillars improves statistical reliability and reproducibility of SERS intensity quantification. Furthermore, the analyte-specific recognition capability of aptamers shows the potential of this approach for bioanalytical quantifications in complex biological samples.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
We first investigated the effect of aptamer functionalization by comparing SERS signals from substrates with untreated and aptamer-functionalized nanopillars using manual signal collection. Four substrates at various conditions were prepared (see Materials and Methods for protocol): (1) 10 μM TVP with untreated nanopillars, (2) 10 nM TVP with untreated nanopillars, (3) 10 nM TVP with aptamer-functionalized nanopillars, and (4) a blank sample with aptamer-functionalized ARTICLE nanopillars. As illustrated in Figure 2 , the Raman spectrum from the aptamer-functionalized substrates reacted with 10 nM TVP (blue trace) displays five candidate peaks for diagnostics. Two peaks at 1450 and 1533 cm À1 can be assigned to the synergistic vibrational effects of the xanthene ring and dimethylamino group motions and the peak observed at 1651 cm À1 to the symmetric in-place CÀH bend of the xanthene ring only. The two most dominant TAM-RA peaks at 1370 and 1510 cm À1 , the stretching vibrations of the xanthene ring moiety of the molecule, 17,30À32 were chosen to be diagnostic peaks in all further analysis because they showed the most consistent electromagnetic enhancement during the mapping experiments. The spectrum of 10 nM TVP without aptamers (yellow trace) is comparable in intensity to the aptamer background (red trace), where no significant peaks are observed. One can conclude that aptamers effectively capture TVP molecules and help position the analyte molecules close to the hotspots. Due to the SERS enhancement in the hotspot, the peak intensities for the 10 nM TVP with aptamers (blue trace) were even higher than those of the 10 μM one without aptamers (green trace). We hypothesize that at micromolar concentrations the SERS effect is hindered by a thick layer of analyte molecules formed on top of the pillars. Possibly, the measured signal at 10 μM results from bulk Raman scattering rather than SERS. In order to optimize the aptamerÀanalyte binding conditions on the nanopillars, the gold surface was backfilled with MCH immediately after aptamer immobilization (see Materials and Methods for functionalization). Because MCH forms a well-organized self-assembled monolayer (SAM), it prevents nonspecific adsorption of analyte molecules by blocking access to the gold surfaces.
33À35 This layer also improves the capturing efficiency of the aptamers by preventing them from collapsing and adhering to the substrate surfaces. 35, 36 By comparing peak intensities obtained from two substrates functionalized with and without the MCH SAM, we were able to show that MCH molecules reorient the thiolated aptamers into a vertical position favorable for aptamerÀanalyte binding ( Figure 3 ). TVP samples (10 nM) were reacted with the two surfaces. The result shows that the intensities from the surfaces functionalized with MCH are roughly 2 orders of magnitude greater than those without both diagnostic peaks, thus confirming that the MCH SAM makes the majority of surface-bound aptamers more accessible for aptamerÀanalyte binding.
Various control experiments were performed to verify the specificity of aptamers to TVP molecules ARTICLE (see Supporting Information, Control Experiments). Then, several experiments were run to evaluate the ability of mapping analysis to quantify low-abundance molecules on the functionalized substrates. Around 10 000 spectra from areas of three independent substrates were collected using point-by-point Raman mapping (see Materials and Methods for instrumentation) at each concentration, recording the SERS responses from TVP molecules bound to aptamers on the gold-coated nanopillars. The intensities of the characteristic TAMRA vibrational peaks (1370 and 1510 cm À1 ) were extracted independently, and their spatial dependencies (Raman maps) were displayed in the format of pixel-based images at various TVP concentrations ( Figure 4 ). For each measurement, all positive intensities were ranked and the hotspots were defined as the top 20% among such set of measurements. This percentage threshold was chosen based on the Pareto principle. 37, 38 Our experimental results showed that the higher the analyte concentration, the more abundant and brighter hotspots were detected for both frequency peaks, visually represented as heat maps (Figure 4a ,b) and graphically as histograms (Figure 4c,d) .
In order to determine the consistency and/or repeatability of SERS mapping measurements for individual substrates with the same functionalization/treatment conditions, the KolmogorovÀSmirnov (KS) 39À41 To further understand the statistical distribution of hotspots, we plotted the intensity histogram in which the smallest and largest value on the x axis corresponds to the minimum and maximum hotspot intensity value of the Raman maps. Such histograms were constructed for both diagnostic peaks and different TVP concentrations (Figure 4c,d) . It was observed that these histograms follow a highly skewed or longtailed truncated Pareto distribution (TPD), with coefficient of determination values greater than 0.95 for both major TAMRA peaks at the four different concentrations (see Supporting Information, Table S-II). TPDs have previously been discovered to describe the intensity distribution characteristics of closely spaced Figure 2 . Raman spectra acquired on untreated substrates and aptamer-functionalized nanopillars. When nonspecific adsorption of vasopressin on the substrate surface occurs (no aptamers), signal is only obtained at very high concentrations (e.g., 10 μM TVP, green trace). At low concentrations (e.g., 10 nM TVP, yellow trace), the signal enhancement is very low, indicating that very few molecules actually reside close to a hotspot. On the other hand, when the pillars are functionalized with selective aptamers, the signal intensity greatly increases. Five possible diagnostic peaks with two of the most dominant Raman peaks (1370 and 1510 cm À1 ) of TAMRA were observed during experiments with different analyte concentrations. ARTICLE SERS hostpots. 22 Since our experimentally obtained hotspot intensity distribution fits the predicted long-tailed TPD well, we can adapt an analytical framework for single hotspot theory 30 into our large-scale SERS mapping model (see Supporting Information, Hotspot Distribution Theory). Now, by arbitrarily defining R = 1 þ k, we can rewrite the intensity distribution function (see Supporting Information, equation (III)) for a given analyte concentration (C) as
where parameters R and A can depend on the analyte concentration. In particular, R determines how fast the enhancement decreases when moving away from the hotspot, while A is an indicator of how probable it is for a molecule to be located close to the hotspot. Parameter A is generally assumed to be an intrinsic characteristic of the SERS substrate. 30 We observed that for both diagnostic peaks there is a strong power relationship between the experimentally obtained R and A parameters and the analyte concentration (see Supporting Information, Figures S2 and S3) . Now, since both R and A are a power function of the analyte concentration, we have general forms
where b, d, e, and f are constants whose values are determined by the power fitting shown in Figures S2 and S3 (see also Supporting Information, Tables S-III and S-IV) . Subsequently, we can express the hotspot intensity distribution analytically as a function of concentration by substituting (2) into (1). Then, the integral of the intensity distribution between the minimum (I min ) and maximum (I max ) intensity values gives the sum of all hotspot intensities (I sum ) in a given mapping experiment. This integral can be expressed as a function of analyte concentration (C) such that
By substituting (2) into (3), we obtain an analytical expression for the total intensity of hotspots as a function of TVP concentration:
This expression is believed to properly describe the collection of SERS signals measured on the uniform nanopillar substrates for different analyte ARTICLE concentrations. Figure 5 shows the experimentally obtained intensity integrals of hotspots for both diagnostic peaks along with their respected power fit (black lines). The high coefficient of determination (R 2 ) value (>0.93) demonstrates a strong power relationship between TVP concentration and SERS intensity integrals. It is also observed that the experimentally fitted power curves reasonably agree with the theoretical ones (red lines) calculated using the analytical expression shown in (4) with low percentage error values (see Supporting Information, Table S-V). The theoretical model is found to be more accurate for the 1370 cm À1 peak, with the R 2 value of 0.98. The fitting for the 1510 cm À1 peak is believed to be less accurate due to the broader shape of the band associated with this vibrational frequency, compared to the sharper 1370 cm À1 peak. The result
shows that the analytical model developed here agrees with the experimental data, particularly well in the low concentration regimes. Thus, it can potentially be utilized to predict experimental hotspot intensity distributions on the substrate for quantitative measurements of low-abundance biomolecules. Next, we aim to determine the statistically significant minimum mapping area required to unambiguously distinguish between treatment and control samples. The p values from KS tests were calculated comparing a collection of SERS signals measured on two substrates treated with 1 nM TVP samples, each functionalized with vasopressin-specific aptamers and with immunoglobulin E (IgE)-specific aptamers (as described in 
ARTICLE
Materials and Methods). Figure 6 indicates that when using the one-dimensional KS test (1d-KS), in which each peak is independently investigated, a total of 838 and 539 pixels are required to reach the p value threshold (p = 0.05) for the 1370 and 1510 cm À1 peaks, respectively (Figure 6c,d) . Furthermore the two-dimensional KS test 41 (2d-KS) was utilized to evaluate the effect of the combined multimodal analysis. Using the 2d-KS test in which the two distinct frequency peaks (1370 and 1510 cm À1 ) were evaluated simultaneously, 
only 209 pixels were needed to be 95% confident that the treatment is distinguishable from the control (Figure 6e ). These results suggest that the combined multimodal sensory analysis outperforms the analysis where just one frequency shift is used (see Supporting Information, Table S-VI). Using 1 s exposure time during acquisition, the mapping time can be reduced from 10 to 15 min (539À838 pixels) to less than 4 min (209 pixels) by applying the multimodal analysis. Thus, this SERS mapping technique has great potential to be integrated into a rapid bioassay. Figure 6 also shows the intensities of hotspots obtained for various analyte concentrations per unit area, where the unit area is defined as the statistically significant minimum mapping area (Figure 6fÀh ). The intensities per unit area averaged over 100 randomly selected unit areas are presented for both individual peak analysis (Figure 6f,  g ) and the combined multimodal analysis (Figure 6h ) along with their respected power fit (solid red lines). Both analyses show concentration-dependent SERS intensity integrals over the unit area in the subnanomolar range. The error bars are less than 5% of the measured data for all analyses (Supporting Information, Table S-VII). Similarly to the theoretically derived eq 4 to fit the experimental data, the high experimental R 2 values (>0.95) indicate a strong power relationship between the unit area intensity and the TVP concentration, as shown in the insets. These findings demonstrate that one can employ multimodal analysis without any observable change in final SERS result. The multimodal analysis allows one to significantly reduce time to perform a reliable and statistically significant analyte quantification experiment.
CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we have demonstrated a SERS-based quantitative biosensing on aptamer-functionalized nanopillars utilizing large area Raman mapping technique. Ultrasensitive and specific detection of TAMRA-labeled vasopressin molecules was achieved at picomolar levels by collecting highly enhanced SERS signals emanating from nanojunctions formed between the leaning nanopillars and functionalizing surfaces with target-specific aptamers. Reliability and statistical reproducibility of quantitative SERS analysis were improved by a large area Raman mapping on the highly uniform substrates. On the basis of our experimental mapping results, we successfully developed a theoretical model to be utilized as an analytical tool for biomolecular quantification on the aptamer-functionalized nanopillar substrates. Furthermore, for the assay optimization, we determined the minimum size of mapping area providing statistical reliability by applying a KS test between treatment and control data. Finally, by employing a multimodal analysis combining two frequency readings, we showed that one can significantly reduce the assay time. In conclusion, we believe that the approach of functionalizing uniform SERS substrates and subsequently performing large area multimodal SERS mapping is a promising technique for specific detection of picomolar concentrations of biomolecules. For our method to be implemented, it is crucial that the substrate is reproducible and uniform. Otherwise, large background variations will occur. Substrate Fabrication. The nanostructured pattern was created on an undoped polished AE100ae silicon wafer surface with freestanding vertical silicon pillars of 50À80 nm width; subsequently, the wafer was diced into about 5 mm Â 5 mm squares to form the active sensor surface. High-density nanopillars were formed using a reactive ion etching (RIE) method without any lithographic steps as described in a previous publication. 23 After the RIE step, the nanopillars were exposed to argon plasma for 1 min to completely remove the etchant gas residuals and the decomposition products. Finally, ∼30 nm gold was deposited on the heads of the nanopillars by electron beam evaporation to obtain the plasmonic property needed for SERS enhancement.
MATERIALS AND METHODS

Materials
Surface Functionalization. The substrate was repeatedly cleaned with ethanol and deionized water rinsing. Aptamer solution (5 μM) was mixed with a stable reducing agent, TCEP (500 μM), for 30 min at pH 4 to expose the HS groups at the terminal of the aptamer sequences. PBS solution was added to the solution right before the substrate incubation to adjust the pH to 7. Then the substrate was incubated in the prepared aptamer solution for 1 h followed by immersion in MCH solution (2 mM) for 2 h. After the functionalization, the substrate was rinsed with the mixture of 4 M urea and 15 mM EDTA and water sequentially.
Experimental Protocol. TVP samples were prepared in vasopressin buffer solution (pH 7.4) consisting of deionized water, Tris-HCl (20 mM), NaCl (150 mM), KCl (5 mM), CaCl 2 (1 mM), and MgCl 2 (1 mM). Standard samples were prepared in the concentration range of 1 pM to 1 nM by serial dilution. Functionalized substrates were incubated with the TVP samples for 1 h at 37°C in a thermal-cycler (Eppendorf AG, Germany). Then, the substrates were transferred into vasopressin buffer solutions and kept at 37°C for 15 min to remove unbound molecules. Lastly, the substrates were quickly rinsed with water to prevent salt aggregation on the dried substrates.
Raman Mapping Measurement. SERS measurements were performed under the 632.8 nm excitation line of a HeÀNe laser on an inVia Raman microscope (Renishaw, UK) in a standard backscattering configuration. The Raman signal was collected through a confocal pinhole of 25 μm diameter by using a ARTICLE 0.75 NA dry objective of 50Â magnification (Leica Microsystems, Germany). A computer-controlled XY translation stage was used to acquire a total of 3333 SERS spectra within the scan area of 101 μm Â 33 μm divided into an acquisition grid by 1 μm step size in both dimensions. All spectra in this work were obtained with an exposure time of 1 s and at 0.3 mW laser power before the objective. The SERS intensity maps of each major TAMRA vibration mode (1370 and 1510 cm À1 ) were derived using the signal to baseline map generation algorithm of WiRE 3.2 software (Renishaw, UK) for spectral ranges of 1350À1390 and 1490À1530 cm À1 , respectively. Signal Combination. The two-sample KolmogorovÀSmirnov (KS) test was used to examine if the independent signal readings of the diagnostic frequencies (1370 and 1510 cm À1 ) should be combined to improve sensor sensitivity. Each mapping measurement consists of 3333 spectra, and for each spectrum, the SERS signal intensity was extracted at the two aforementioned frequencies. These intensity readings were considered to be random variables. So, from each measurement, we had 3333 realizations of a random variable. These random variables followed some distribution, and the KS test determined if they are from identical distributions. Formally, the hypothesis test is H 0 : F(X) = G(X) and H 1 : F(X) 6 ¼ G(X), where F(X) is the empirical distribution from one measurement and G(X) is the empirical distribution from another measurement. The two-sample twodimensional KolmogorovÀSmirnov test had a similar hypothesis, but in this case, the random variable X was two-dimensional. The calculated p values are listed in Supporting Information (Table S-VI) .
Determination of Raman Mapping Area. The two-sample KolmogorovÀSmirnov (KS) was utilized to determine the minimum substrate area required to unambiguously distinguish between treatment and control samples. SERS intensity measurements were considered as independent measurements from both treatment and control samples. Based on these measurements, two sets of pixels (corresponding to treatment and control) were sampled randomly at a time, starting from 1 pixel up to 300 pixels with 1 pixel increments. According to this sampling algorithm, we calculated the p values of a twosample KS test for different sizes of substrates. This sampling was repeated 1000 times. Finally, the mean p value and the 90% highest density interval were plotted. This essentially means that the top and bottom 5% of p values were not displayed.
Supporting Information Available: Theoretical derivations to correlate distributions of SERS enhancement factor and intensity; experimental procedures for manual instrumentation and data analysis; control experiments (and figures) evaluating surface functionalization and analyte dependency; figures illustrating power fitting parameters of SERS intensity distribution as a function of analyte concentration; correlation data of SERS intensity integral versus analyte concentration; tables listing p values of the KolmogorovÀSmirnov test evaluating mapping consistency and aptamer specificity, coefficient of determination of Pareto fits, power fitting constants for the SERS intensity distributions of diagnostic TAMRA peaks, comparison of experimentally and theoretically obtained intensity integral values; and additional references. This material is available free of charge via the Internet at http://pubs.acs.org.
